
The Maps of the Future or Geographical Developments 
 
The Earth is One Integrity, and its outer and inner changes, as well as those of the surface and entrails are conditioned by this.  
The humanity has had a lot of global crisis phases in its history, and they as a rule appeared due to the necessity of changes and new 
developments. Thus crisis situations are always ideological in their nature no matter how much they are attributed to the political – economic 
interests. Such situations always allow us to come to two conclusions: 
Current civilization doesn’t have any other perspective for further development and in the nearest future the collapse is inevitable. Accepting 
“modernization” of the past, which breaks the process and possibilities for the development and progress, we are instinctively becoming “silent 
followers” of the civilization sunset. 
The Humanity will nevertheless overcome the crisis. We will have a perfectly super developed society.  The world will change beyond recognition 
and the society of the future will realize that the Mind is more valuable than Profit. 

 
Map 1. The 20th century, the world in 1974 – 1990 
2-polarity of the world after World War Two. East – West. Capitalism and socialism as opposite systems and ideologies.  
 
Map 2. Transmission period. End of Modernization. 
New political and economic developments and changes will go on simultaneously, which will lead to big demographic movements throughout the 
world.  
Religious, political, economic, ideological conflicts.  
Civil movements which will become more active in the result of financial policy and mass unemployment.  
Bank policy, wars, epidemics, corruption and atmosphere of impunity as a form of monitoring.  
Conglomeration of local economic, cultural variety into more global civilizations, economies. State borders, international, political old structures 
will disappear. International decentralization. New world technological changes will announce the end of oil industry era.  
 
Map 3. Era of Corporations 
New world economy, culture will be formed around three civilization centers. Super powerful Corporations as structures that coordinate and 
monitor the state, economy, politics, science and culture. Technologies, New educational systems will be first rate and on the highest level of 
development. The notions North-South, East-West will disappear.  
 
Map 4. Technological Globalization 
Finally people will manage to receive unlimited amount of energy. World Economy will be exclusively based on energy and hydro resources. Man 
will reach maximal harmony with Nature. Mechanized systems will replace physical work. There will only be Peace Economy. Human 
individuality will be expressed through digital technologies. Religions and human races will disappear. Cloning will be a necessity. People will 
create perfect and super sensitive robots for them. Human being will be the only race. A new moral psychological area will be formed, new 
relations will exist. The world will unrecognizably change. The residences and cities will have absolutely new schemes connected with the 
physical changes of the planet. They will be overwater and underwater, over ground and underground. Global Culture will be formed, there will 
only be World Consciousness. 



 
Map 5. End of the World Globalization 
The civilization will be One Integrity. There will no longer be pyramid thinking, because the Regiment Surface cannot have a Center.  
Clean Ecology, Flora and Fauna protection, World Universalism, Technologies and other progressive and new  values as World Values. 
Establishment of communication with other civilizations, the relations will be the only goal.  
 

 

 

 

 


